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Over the course of the past 6 months comfortable images of
synchronized global economic growth have given way to the US
charging off the reservation, leaving uncertainty in its wake.

The Sek has, in recent sessions, hit levels close to those seen some nine 
years ago versus the EUR - and the Riksbank hasn't had to say a word.

I’m a firm believer in conspiracy theories because they can be so much 
fun and make the prosaic analysis a bit more interesting

The FOMC minutes take top billing though (Thursday – a day later than
usual due to the Independence Day holiday Wednesday). Lots of talk
doing the rounds about an oncoming US recession.

The transmission mechanism here is that further Yuan depreciation will
feed into Dollar strength, which will in turn create additional headwinds
for EM currencies.

Earlier this year, we saw EM Asia FX from economies running "twin
deficits“ bearing the brunt of selloffs … everything changed when fears
of an all-out US-China trade war started to bite.

Look to sell for a re-test of .6827. Above .7502 dampens short-term
momentum, but bulls would need to regain .7677 to stabilise.

Buy into dips as we await an eventual resumption of broader widening
targeting 276/282. Stop and reverse on a break under 239.

Comparing the current external and domestic macro environment with 
that in 2015, the recent slowdown is worth worrying about. 

Does this month tend to bring USD outperformance or do seasonal
trends result in losses?

NDRC's decision is likely to result in a slowdown in USD bond issuance
in the near term, which should be supportive for credit spreads of
Chinese property developers.

Buy dips as we await a return to 80.50, possibly the 81.86/83.00 zone.
Stop under 72.45 and consider reversing on a break under a 12mth
rising trendline at 71.73.
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Know The Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

Over the course of the past six months comfortable images of
synchronized global economic growth have given way to ones of the US
charging off the reservation, leaving holes in the fences and uncertainty
in its wake. Going into the final days of June investors, especially those
with an equity focus, continued to adjust their outlook for the second
half of the year in light of tighter US monetary policy, rising energy
prices, political and social tensions in Europe, growing protectionism
and Latin America's electoral calendar.

A week after both fund groups posted record-setting outflows, Global
and Global Emerging Markets (GEM) Equity Funds experienced further
redemptions with the former posting consecutive weekly outflows for
the first time since early 3Q16. Europe Equity Funds extended their
longest outflow streak since a 38-week run ended in 4Q16, redemptions
from US Equity Funds hit a 14-week high and Canada Equity Funds
recorded their biggest outflow in more than eight months.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds saw nearly $27 billion flow out - the
second highest total since mid-3Q15 - during the week ending June 27
while Bond Funds posted a collective inflow of $650 million and Money
Market Funds took in $27 billion. Equity Funds with Socially Responsible
Investment (SRI) or Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
mandates swam against the overall tide, taking in fresh money for the
24th time in the 26 weeks year-to-date.

Comparisons of flows for the first and second quarters indicate that,
among the major Equity Fund groups, only US and China Equity Funds
attracted more money during the past three months than they did
during the first quarter.

Back to Index Page
For further information on EPFR, please visit HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Skipping Summer Doldrums This Year
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By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

I’m a firm believer in conspiracy theories because they can be so much
fun and make the prosaic analysis a bit more interesting. So, while I
don’t dismiss the bullish bond price action as unwarranted, I do allow
that it came strongly into month end -- a summer month end -- where
liquidity I think is a victim, especially into the Glorious fourth. Sure,
there are fundamental supporters, too, from trade worries to the dollar
to China’s economic stumbles to the Fed’s intent. These are the critical
drivers, and strategic ones. Still, let’s not neglect a plethora of short
positions getting unwound to a reasonable degree.

Short squeezes have a life of their own, but I’ll grant that this one -- if it
is even a short squeeze -- has its roots in the bigger issues that will
persist. For now, at least, my ambitions for 3.25-50% 10s has to be,
umm, patient.

I just saw some data cross the screens; Personal Income downward
revision, Spending was softer-than-expected with a downward revision
(0% real!), and YoY PCE prices a bit firmer than expected. I think this is
ample to keep Fed hiking close to their projections (which makes Dec
Funds look a bit rich to me). Real income gains are nothing to write
home about but that won’t inhibit the Fed. Bear in mind there was a
big drop in utility usage (cool month) which probably took a toll on
some consumption.

Anyway and anyhow, I think, technically the flattening is a bit overdone
and think 2s hold just north of 2%, edge in a 2.50-55% range for a few
days and 10s retreat towards the 2.91% 21-day MA. Note that I simply
tossed a coin to come up with that view. The idea, though, is simply
we’ve got a lot of new big news ahead and I don’t see the urgency to
buy ahead of that. Again, this is more gut than analysis.

Back to Index PageThis is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

I won’t include many more charts except the one below that does
cause me consternation. That is, I’m not yet bullish but between the
price action against risk assets -- which I embrace -- and the ultimate
impact of Fed tightening, I feel I should be more bullish. And then
there’s the seasonal patterns which are well established. I’ll do some
more with these next week and plead the fifth against a stronger bias
over the next few days.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/93820/Ader_FI_musings_June_29.pdf
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US Real Yields and Terminal Funds Outlook Turn Lower

The Context

By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Analyst/Editor

The FOMC minutes take top billing though (Thursday – a day later than
usual due to the Independence Day holiday Wednesday). Lots of talk
doing the rounds about an oncoming US recession. Implications of
trade policy muddy the picture. On the one hand US (and world)
economic growth might slow (at least), on the other, tariffs create the
wrong sort of inflation – but this might force the Fed to tighten policy
at a time the economy needs support. This could create at least a
pause in the 25bp once a quarter schedule. The minutes might reflect
some concern, but given the meeting was 3-weeks ago and these
topics have intensified since, possibly not to the extent the market is
now pricing. TIPs yields have fallen to just over 70bp, not a sign of
confidence over longer-term real growth.

Meanwhile, it is doubtful there will be anything more on what the
neutral rate actually is. The debate around this is heating-up. Bullard
for instance thinks there is so much uncertainty surrounding ‘neutral’
that the Fed shouldn’t hike from the current mark (see HERE) nor does
he think inflation is going to runaway. While TIPS have fallen, so the
Usd OIS 10y1m, a guide to the markets’ thoughts on Terminal Funds,
has moved under 2.6%.

Currently, there is nothing to expect a significant upwards revision to
FOMC economic growth and inflation forecasts that would cause a
material rethink as to where the neutral rate lies (thought to be in the
2.5-3% range).

Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from The Week Ahead. For the full piece, please click HERE.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-official-warns-on-going-too-far-too-fast-with-rate-increases-1530127277?tesla=y&mod=article_inline
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/93754/IGM_Weekly_-_29_June_2018.pdf
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Yuan Devaluation And The Impact On EM Fund Flows 

The Context

By Robert Graystone, Emerging Markets Analyst

With US/China trade relations taking centre-stage over
the past few months for both pundits & investors (via
its impact on global risk sentiment), there remains a
question mark over the potential spill-over into other
Emerging Markets which we addressed last week (see
HERE). Overall, we concluded that the threat of a
retaliation is still present, and EM flows will be
particularly vulnerable to further signs of increasing
protectionism.

However, the latest development in the ongoing trade
saga is a significant Yuan devaluation (the sharpest
since 2015, see graph). This had previously been
touted as a tool to respond to US tariffs as the onshore
currency is “managed” by the PBoC - limited to a band
2% either side of a rate set by the central bank each
day.

The transmission mechanism here is that further Yuan
depreciation (deliberate or not) will feed into Dollar
strength, which will in turn create additional
headwinds for EM currencies. The assumption is then
that FX weakness will drive up domestic prices across
the EM space, causing central banks to tighten
monetary policy, thereby curtailing economic growth.

Continued p7

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1390055
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Yuan Devaluation And The Impact On EM Fund Flows … Cont’d

The Context

Back to Index Page

Given what is at stake if the above transmission
mechanism holds, the long-term historical correlation
between Yuan devaluation and outflows from Emerging
Market Funds is not surprising, and held particularly well
during the previous bout of CNH weakness in 2015 (see
graph).

However, based on the historical relationship between
these two indicators, we would have anticipated a net
outflow of roughly twice the volume than that which has
been seen this month (all other things being equal).
Additionally, traders and analysts surveyed by
Bloomberg expect the central bank to slow the
currency’s depreciation as it approaches the 6.7 per
dollar mark in the onshore market. This fits with our
view that USD/CNH may be due for a downward
correction (see more HERE).

As such, given the relatively contained reaction in fund
flows so far (shown above) and the fact that CNH
weakness may not have further to run, we would argue
that there is limited scope for further detriment to EM
fund flows from Yuan depreciation. That being said, the
broader vulnerability to a deterioration in global trading
conditions will remain a key factor for Emerging Market
fund flows.

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1392373
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Trade Tensions Provide Riksbank With Buffer

The Context

Back to Index Page

By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst

Last month, the Riksbank abandoned its long held mandate to ward
markets off creating too much SEK strength, instead shifting its view
towards a gradual strengthening of the Krona. But the Swedish
currency has, in recent sessions, hit levels close to those seen some
nine years ago vs the EUR - and the Riksbank hasn't had to say a word.

It's this very issue that could be at the crux of Riksbank thinking at this
week’s meeting.

Indeed, as Trump, China and Europe continue to slug it out, so the SEK
is being prevented from rallying. As such, Ingves and Co should find it
much easier to stick with their view that the tightening process will still
begin at THE END OF THIS YEAR, safe in the knowledge that, in this
environment, the first rate hike will likely be small enough (10bp?) to
prevent any strong SEK gains.

Fundamentals largely support a hawkish view. Indeed, while various
institutions have recently downwardly revised Swedish GDP forecasts,
the country's growth rate nonetheless remains strong vs its peers, while
inflation has been holding near target.

Recall, Floden appeared to shift into the hawkish camp at the last
meeting (previously a party of just one - Ohlsson) when he admitted
that he would have liked to have seen the door left open for a
September hike.

Given this fact, and given that markets currently price in a mere 14.5%
chance of a September hike, we suspect markets will be in for a rude
awakening. 29.8% is priced for October, while the odds of a December
move have been rising quite strongly of late, currently hitting 67.2%,
and no doubt aided by very firm PPI figures for May.

EUR/SEK should find decent offers ahead of a 10.4790 fibo and again
into 10.50 ahead of next Tuesday's decision, with a post-meeting drop
towards 10.25 anticipated, should the Riksbank's path remain
unchanged.

The reason? Spikes in geopolitical risk and the global "trade war of
words" have only served to knock the risk-sensitive Krona lower, with
EUR/SEK trading near nine year highs this week as the US threatened
severe restrictions on Chinese investment, while Europe and China both
warned of the risk of a global recession, should trade wars intensify.
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Seasonality in July?

The Context

By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX

Apart from being flat vs YEN, the USD has started the
month in good shape, making +0.2% gains vs NOK through
to +0.5%-plus vs under fire commodity blocers NZD and
AUD, amid concerns over an escalation in US/China led
trade tensions.

How about Jul generally? Does this month tend to bring
USD outperformance or do seasonal trends result in losses?
Also, are there any other G10s that perform particularly
well or badly through the month (similar to how GBP's
strongest month is Apr apart from in 2018!) towards/at the
beginning of the Northern Hemisphere's summer holidays?

Last year, the USD was a big loser. It fell -1.5% vs GBP to -
4.1% AUD and then the Scandi bloc of -4.5% SEK and -6.1%
NOK. Only gains made were vs the CHF at +0.9%

Jul 2016 was mixed. USD losses vs GBP -0.6% to -2.0%
AUD. USD gains made were light +0.6% GBP post Brexit
vote result to the Scandis at +1.0% NOK and then +1.1%
SEK.

In 2015, we saw USD gains across the board and some
sharp ones. Up +0.6% Gbp, there were approx +4.0%
gains vs Scandis SEK and NOK again, +4.6% CAD and
+5.2% AUD.

Continued p10
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In 2014, the USD was a broad winner. Up +1.3% GBP, +1.4% JPY after
another Abe Japan election win, to +2.0%-plus vs CAD, EUR, CHF and
NOK to +3.0% NZD and +3.1% (again) SEK.

In 2013, the USD was very much a loser, -1.3% JPY to Scandis -2.8% SEK,
-3.0% NOK and -3.2% NZD. Gains made only vs AUD +1.7%.

2012 was very mixed. USD losses vs -0.9% NZD to -2.6% AUD. USD gains
of +0.2% GBP to approx +3.0% vs CHF and EUR.

In 2011, some fairly big USD losses amid reports of the Dollar seeing its
share of FX reserves drop of approx -2.5% GBP and AUD, to -5.0% JPY
and 6.0% NZD and -7.0% CHF. Only gains made were vs EUR +0.7% as

the ECB surprised by broadening liquidity operations, reviving its bond
buying programme in the secondary market via Por/Ire bonds.

In 2010, acute USD losses across the board. From -2.3% JPY to -5.0%
GBP, -6.0%-plus NZD and EUR, -7.0% NOK, -7.4% AUD and -8.1% SEK
amid receding concerns on EZ sovereign debt problems, worries about a
US recovery and strong US earnings.

In 2009, same again. Across the board Usd losses. Standouts were -5.1%
NOK, -7.1% SEK and -7.9% CAD.

Ten years ago, full gains across the G10 board albeit lighter ones. From
+0.3% CAD to +2.5% AUD and +3.7% NZD.

So, no outright trend, but Jul Usd gains or losses tend to go in bunches, while we notice the Scandis can be volatile during the month, particularly the SEK.
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The Context 

China Insight: NDRC Starts Restricting Prop Developers' Offshore Debt Issuance
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst

NDRC, which is China's state planner, said on 27 June it would prohibit
real estate developers from using funds raised via foreign debt for
property investment or for their working capital. As per NDRC's
statement, foreign debt issuance by property developers should be used
to pay back maturing debt only.

In the statement, NDRC warned that property developers' overseas debt
issuance has been increasing very rapidly. The newly released official
guideline indicates regulators' stringent stance on developers' de-
leveraging in the onshore and offshore markets. As far as we are aware,
the China Development Bank (CDB) has also tightened the funding
approval for shanty town redevelopment programs and will lower the
ratio of cash versus resettlement housing.

In the first five months of this year, offshore net debt issuance reached
USD14.3bn approximately, slightly below the level registered in the
same period last year (chart 2).

Chart 1 shows the major Chinese property developers' exposure to non-
CNY debt.

Looking Ahead: NDRC's decision is likely to result in a slowdown in USD
bond issuance in the near term, which should be supportive for credit
spreads of Chinese property developers. That said, it is too early to say
if the Chinese property developers will turn more active in onshore debt
financing from now on.

Back to Index Page
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Trade War Fears Shake Up Investor Preferences Amongst EM Asia Economies

Earlier this year, we saw the currencies of EM Asia economies running
"twin deficits" such as the Indonesian Rupiah (IDR), the Indian Rupee
(INR) and the Philippine Peso (PHP) bearing the brunt of selloffs
amongst their peers in the face of an increasingly hawkish US Fed and
as yield spreads between EM Asia currencies and bonds continued to
tilt in favour of US assets. Currencies of EM Asia economies without the
"twin deficits" status were rather insulated from the selloffs then, with
such currencies as the New Taiwan Dollar (TWD) and the Korean Won
(KRW) seeing comparatively mild year-to-date losses against the USD
while the Thai Baht (THB) and the Malaysian Ringgit (MYR) even
managed to clock some modest gains when too stacked against the
greenback.

By Tian Yong Woon, IGM Fundamental Analyst 

However, (almost) everything changed when fears of an all-out US-
China trade war started to bite. While the exact and specific effects of
such a trade war are extremely difficult (but not impossible) to predict,
one of the likely macroeconomic impacts on EM Asia economies would
be through depressed economic growth and demand coming from the
US and China, both of which are relied heavily upon by said EM
economies for the consumption of their exports.

On these, the previously "insulated" EM Asia currencies started to see
their fortunes turn for the worse as market-perceived vulnerabilities
shifted from EM Asia economies with "twin deficits" to now include
those with significant trade exposures. This led to export-reliant EM

Continued p13
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Trade war fears shake up investor preferences amongst EM Asia economies

A simple summary of the defining characteristics of the EM Asia
economies mentioned in this piece can be found below. It is evident
that there will likely be little room for refuge in the EM Asia space if the
US-China trade war indeed blows up, though the aversion of such a war
may see the likes of South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand favoured over
their peers again, with South Korea standing to enjoy an additional
"peace dividend" if current efforts to restore peace on the Korean
peninsula gain substantive traction. Further, concerns for both the US
(domestic & political considerations for the upcoming mid-term
elections) and China (growth and business worries, approval worries,
limited ways to retaliate fully) still leave some room for cautious hope
that such a trade war may be averted if the sense to cooperate and
negotiate eventually prevails.

Asia economies experiencing an exodus of capital which in one way has
manifested through a marked depreciation of their currencies. It was
also not surprising that said export-reliant EM Asia economies were the
ones which were "insulated" before owing to their current account
surpluses, given how an economy's trade balance is usually the largest
component of its current account. As such, EM Asia economies with
comparatively high exports relative to GDP such as Malaysia (71%),
Thailand (68%), Taiwan (65%) and South Korea (43%) appeared
alongside their peers as targets for capital outflows.

Touching further on the likely dampening impacts of an all-out US-China
trade war on EM Asia economies, an additional angle to consider would
be that of tourism. Tourism-reliant EM Asia economies such as Thailand
and the Philippines may stand to see an additional layer of drags if an
all-out trade war sparks off the next economic crisis and hits at tourism,
which tends to be cyclical.

Back to Index Page
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China Insight: Watch For More RRR Cuts By The PBOC
By Tim Cheung Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst

PBOC, on the evening of 24 June, announced a 50bp RRR cut
(representing CNY700bn liquidity injection), which will come into
effect on July 5. The cut is "targeted" in the sense that the
liquidity released from the move is expected to support debt-to-
equity swap and lending to small enterprises. The RRR cut, which
marked the 3rd YTD, was not a surprise to the market as the
weakness of China's credit growth over the past months
combined with the growing likelihood of an all-out trade war
between the US and China, had already suggested that some
sort of monetary easing was very much needed.

Comparing the current external and domestic macro
environment with that in 2015, the recent slowdown is worth
worrying about. Whilst, in the eyes of top policymakers in
Beijing; better exports, lower unsold inventory in the property
sector and the better margin in upstream sectors have suggested
that China's fundamentals are still OKAY - the outlook of fixed
asset investment growth (FAI) has instead told a different story.

FAI YTD growth dropped notably to 6.1% in May from 7.0% in
Apr, against market expectations of 7.0% and our forecast of
6.8%. In May alone, FAI growth fell to 3.9% from 6.1% in Apr.
This was mainly driven by a y/y decline in infrastructure FAI (at -
1.1% vs. 6.4% in Apr), for the first time since 2012.

Why has FAI growth been weak recently? In our view, the
weakness is largely attributed to a significant decline in shadow
banking lending as a result of financial deleveraging (chart 1).

Continued p15
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China Insight: Watch for more RRR cuts by the PBOC

The weakness of FAI growth also mirrors lacklustre LGFV
financing activity. After seeing a strong rebound of net
issuance in March and April, LGFV bond sector saw gross
issuance falling short of gross maturity in May amid
surging defaults and widening LGFV credit spreads (chart
2).

Looking at PBOC Policy Ahead: Given the Fed's
tightening monetary policy, PBOC can only choose to
keep reducing the RRR instead of lowering benchmark
interest rates. In our view, more RRR cuts could come
at any time; and going forward we expect a 50bp cut in
the RRR to occur every quarter. That said, this may be
far from enough to stop a deceleration of China's
economic growth momentum. Hence it is also possible
that Beijing eventually will be forced to scale back, if
not suspend/end, financial deleveraging meaningfully.
However, things will need to get far worse from here
before Beijing takes this drastic move.

Back to Index Page
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US/EU Yield Spread – Scope To 259/276 While Dips Hold 239
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Extended l-term widening to May’s 259
record peak (nr two Fibonacci projections)
before losing upside momentum and easing
to range over support at 244.

• Daily studies are deteriorating and near-term
narrowing is possible towards 239 (late
April/early May low).

• However, longer term studies remain
constructively aligned and while 239 holds,
watch for renewed widening targeting 259,
beyond which exposes Fibonacci projections
at 276/282, perhaps 293.

• Only the loss of 239 would concern and signal
extended corrective narrowing towards
higher lows at 223/216 (which coincide with
Fibonacci retracements of the 170-259
advance).

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed 

income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact 

your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into dips as we await an eventual resumption
of broader widening targeting 276/282. Stop and
reverse on a break under 239.

Resistance Levels 

R5 293 Long term equality projection: -197/169 from -73 
R4 282 1.764 projection of -90/90 from -34 
R3 276 Double equality projection of 170/210 from 196 
R2 265 1.764 projection of 170/210 from 196 
R1 259 28 May 2018 record high, also 1.618x 170/210 from 196, nr 1.618x -90/90 from -34 at 256 

Support Levels 

S1 244 7 June 2018 low 
S2 239 27 April/2 May 2018 lows, near 23.6% retrace of 170-259 widening at 238 
S3 223 2 April 2018 higher low, just below 38.2% retrace of 170-259 widening at 225 
S4 216 19 February 2018 low, near 50% retrace of 170-259 widening at 215 
S5 210 11 December 2017 former high 
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AUD/USD – Scope Seen For A Return To The 2016 Low At .6827
Technical Analysis by Andy Dowdell

Back to Index Page

• Recovery off .6827 lacks conviction, having been
characterised by deep pullbacks and only
marginal new highs.

• Bulls were unable to sustain gains above the
falling 200-Week MA.

• Subsequently breached multi-year trendline
support (drawn from Jan/Dec 2016 lows) in April.

• Also breached the Dec 2017 low at .7502 in early
May to break the series of higher lows off the
.6827 low.

• Scope is seen for a return to .6827, below which
could potentially extend to the .6009 low in due
course.

• Back above .7502 would dampen short-term
momentum, but bulls need to regain .7677 to
stabilise.

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed 

income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact 

your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to sell for a re-test of .6827. Above .7502
dampens short-term momentum, but bulls would
need to regain .7677 to stabilise.

Resistance Levels 

R5 .8295 15 January 2015 high 
R4 .8136 26 January 2018 high, near the 14 May 2015 high at .8164 
R3 .7813 19 April 2018 high (not shown) 
R2 .7677 6 June 2018 high 
R1 .7502 8 December 2017 low 

Support Levels 

S1 .7145 24 May 2016 low, near the 23 December 2016 low at .7160 
S2 .6974 9 February 2016 low (not shown) 
S3 .6827 15 January 2016 low 
S4 .6249 2 February 2009 low 
S5 .6009 27 October 2008 low 
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Front Month Brent – Bulls Seek 80.50 Then The 81.86-83.00 Zone
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Extended the 2-1/2yr uptrend via 61.76 (13 Feb
higher low) to post a new 3½yr high at 80.50 (17
May).

• With the following correction limited to 72.45,
bulls are now attempting to resume the broader
uptrend.

• Constructive studies suggest a return to 80.50,
beyond which opens Fibonacci levels between
81.86/83.00.

• Sustained strength would then expose a long-
term equality projection at 88.69 (1x 44.35/71.28
off 61.76).

• Only a failure to regain 80.50 and/or a return
below 72.45 and a 12mth rising trendline at
71.73 would caution and threaten a deeper near-
term correction towards 68.92/66.69.

IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, fixed 

income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please contact 

your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy dips as we await a return to 80.50, possibly the
81.86/83.00 zone. Stop under 72.45 and consider
reversing on a break under a 12mth rising trendline
at 71.73.

Resistance Levels 

R5 88.69 Equality of 44.35/71.28 off 61.76, nr 29 Oct 14 high/1.382 proj’n off 44.35 (87.94/87.57) 
R4 83.00 1.236 projection of 27.10/58.37 off 44.35 
R3 81.86 61.8% retrace of 115.71/2710, near .764x 44.35/71.28 off 61.76 at 82.33 
R2 80.50 2018 peak – 17 May 
R1 78.75 31 May 2018 high, near 76.4% retrace of 80.50/72.45 correction at 78.60 

Support Levels 

S1 72.45 18 June 2018 corrective low, nr 2 May 2018 low at 72.38 and a 12mth trendline at 71.73 
S2 70.83 17 April 2018 low, near 50% of 61.76/80.50 at 71.13 and 26 March 2018 high at 71.05 
S3 68.92 61.8% retrace of the 61.76/80.50 rally 
S4 66.69 4 April 2018 higher low, near 76.4% retrace of 61.76/80.50 rally 
S5 63.19 1 March 2018 higher low 
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